
IFB-Cafeteria Food, Supplies and Service 

Questions and Answers 

 

Based upon previous history, how often are orders placed for the gloves and can liner? Monthly, 

quarterly, annually, other? And when an order is placed, what is an approximate case size order? 

We place a paper order monthly.  Deliveries must be made to each of the schools.  Our typical 

monthly paper order (for all paper products) ranges from $3000-$4000.   

 

Based upon previous history, has the paper products category been awarded as a group/category, 

or were there multiple awarded vendors for those line items? 

On the bid you will see item numbers 195A-195D for example.  These are considered groups and 

will be awarded to the group of items at the lowest price.  All other items on the bid are awarded 

by line item.   

 

Are samples required for the gloves or can liner? 

It would be appreciated if samples could be provided.  I've tried to be as specific as possible on 

the bid at to what weight paper products we prefer, 2 mil trash bags for example.   

 

The following link is the specs that we use for the kitchen gloves, they are 

3M:  https://buy.wesco.com/Size/PROTECTIVE-INDUSTRIAL-PRODUCTS/Gloves-

Disposable-Vinyl-3-mil-White/p/61631403667-1 

 

Please provide paper bids for last year.  

Last year’s bids can be found online at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13pHvRZYyFizvJrhmZhRwchb8SmfQ24Kq/view?usp=sharing 

 

I noticed that you have quite a few breakfast kits on your bid this year and the quantities are 

fairly large.  Are you doing district wide breakfast in the classroom?  

There will be 4 mandated breakfast schools next year.  We are also working on setting up a 

breakfast after the bell program at the HS.  The kits will come in handy.  The quantities listed are 

not really concrete numbers as we haven't used these types of kits yet. 

Line 50 on the bid, water bottles 16.9oz, printed north andover… we need camera ready artwork 

to properly quote. Can you please forward? 

Graphics for the water bottles have not been finalized as of yet.  However, I know Billerica has 

their logo printed on their water bottles.  I've attached a copy of their logo.  Mine will be similar, 

just different wording. 
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